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This semester I was given the opportunity to work as an intern for Real Producers
magazine of Oakland/Wayne county and Grand Rapids. From the beginning, I was made aware
that the overall role of my job would be to help manage their social media platforms. Given that
I’m studying journalism, I found the job responsibilities to be quite exciting. I was able to apply
my writing skills while also navigating my way through what it’s like to work in what seems to
be a modern day job - social media management. I worked for the company from a remote
position on Monday’s, Wednesdays and Fridays throughout the semester. Every Monday, at 9am,
I would have a meeting with my supervisor, Terra Csotty, to talk about how my previous week
had gone and what my tasks for the rest of that given week would be. Apart from those special
tasks, which I will soon dive into, my daily responsibilities were to log onto three different
Instagram accounts run by the company: Real Producers of Oakland County, Real Producers of
Wayne County and Real Producers of Grand Rapids. I was to check on recent likes, engage with
any comments that were left on recent posts, follow any new followers that were associated with
real estate, engage with the timeline and reply to any recent messages. During my weekly 9am
zoom meetings with Terra, I was given responsibilities that would help me improve my
communication, writing, creative and organizational skills.

Though not integrated into my weekly responsibilities, a common task I would often
work on was messaging potential leads to partner with. Inside of any Instagram account is a
section where one is able to “save” someone else’s profile. Every two to three weeks there’d be
new profiles added on by a separate Real Producers employee whom I’d then message asking if
they would like to partner - according to what the company was. Finding partners is an important
step that Real Producers makes because these companies later become sponsors for events. In
order to book appointments I would go into, publisher and director for Real Producers, Chris
Csotty’s scheduling book to set up the meetings. Although this was an unpaid internship, I was
given a small compensation for every successful appointment made. Though to some it may
seem like a simple task, and while it was, I was able to work on how to communicate with
companies in a professional manner. It was no longer a project for school where I had to act like
I was communicating with a business or an organization, but rather a real life scenario where a
company relied on how well I was able to carry on a conversation. During my time at Real
Producers, I was taught how to use Canva. Canva is commonly used by many organizations and
companies, but I had no previous experience with it.Once taught, I was able to put together some
promotional videos that I later added onto the Instagram accounts. Apart from Canva, I was also
taught how to work Lumen5 - which I used to display photos from a social event that took place
on March 10th. Another project I was handed was to organize and interact with our partners.
Using an Excel spreadsheet, I verified partner names, forms of communication and their social
media platforms. I then went and made sure that all three Real Producer Instagram accounts were
following that organization or company account and later went on to interact with the page - such
as liking and commenting on recent posts. I went ahead and repeated this process for their
Facebook accounts as well. This helped me further develop my Excel skills. I hadn’t worked
with Excel in some time, so it gave me a fresh feel of how to navigate pages. I’d say the overall
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highlight of working for Real Producers was when I attended their “St. Patty’s Social” event,
which - as previously stated - took place on March 10th. This event was held for the top 500 real
estate agents of 2021 in Oakland County and took place at The Morrie in downtown
Birmingham. Because this was a remote position, I was never given the opportunity to meet the
rest of Terra’s team. This, in part, was because my tasks and responsibilities never crossed with
her other employees. With that being said, at the social event, I was able to meet publisher and
director Chris Csotty, event coordinator Erika Kruse, writer/editor Amanda Matkowski and lastly
my supervisor, who’s also publisher and director, Terra Csotty. While at the event, I was in
charge of keeping the Instagram and Facebook “Real Producers of Oakland County” pages
updated throughout the evening. I posted stories and captured many pictures and videos from
throughout the night, which I later turned into a “recap” video for the event. With all tasks that
were handed to me throughout the semester, I was able to apply what I already knew about how
to navigate social media pages, but was also taught many new skills. Terra did a good job at
being able to explain how I should perform all of my tasks. We would discuss them during our
weekly 9am meetings and was repeatedly asked if I felt comfortable enough to move onto the
next project. With that being said, the communication wasn’t always there.

Internal communication is very important to have in your work environment. It’s the root
of being able to grow as an entire team. This semester I took “PR3520 Internal Public Relations”,
which heavily focused on the internal communication that companies and organizations have in
their workplace, how they have updated these applied skills throughout the pandemic and in
what ways they can improve them. Working from home was an adaptation that many
establishments had to make. Because Terra’s team is still working from home, I never got the
chance to meet her team. This, in turn, sometimes made me feel that I wasn’t part of that “team”.
One of the key points discussed in my PR3520 class was the “how”: how can organizations find
new ways to communicate during these times, how can they make everyone feel heard and
included, how can they evolve into modern day practices, etc. Although it was obvious that Terra
was a very kind and open person herself, her actions - at times - were a bit confusing. There were
a handful of times where I’d hop onto our 9am meetings and wait 10 to 15 minutes before getting
a text from her indicating that she’d be hoping on our call soon, had to cancel our meeting or
move our call to a different hour. I personally found this to be a bit unprofessional. Despite that
negative, Terra was always on top of my questions. If I didn’t know how to answer a direct
message on Instagram, if I was confused about a task or if I had to message her regarding
anything else, she’d always reply quickly and efficiently. The communication, in that aspect, was
nice. The last thing someone wants is to feel like a burden to a company. It’s uncomfortable and
causes you to feel useless, so the reassurance in Terra’s messages, whenever she replied, was a
sign that she appreciated my work - even if I didn’t always feel like I was “part of the team”.
Communication when it came to answering my questions was always important for her because I
was a direct link to our clients, which were real estate agents, brokers, partners or potential leads.

The entire goal of Real Producers is to showcase the top real estate agents in a given area.
To tell their stories, to show off their work and to create social events where these real estate
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agents can then celebrate their successes with other successful agents in their area. Not only are
you able to access their magazines physically, but also digitally. This is why maintaining a heavy
social media presence is important. They’re able to post any digital content directly from their
magazines onto their Instagram accounts. Ultimately, their audience, apart from the previously
stated direct links, are people looking into buying new homes. This social media presence allows
for future homeowners to see who is the best in their area. This not only refers to real estate
agents, but also Real Producer’s partners. The companies they partner with are all companies that
homeowners can contact to help them in one way or another. This be whether the company is a
construction, interior design, junk removal, cleaning, home inspection, etc. service. I learned a
lot from the way I was instructed to “treat” our partners. Because RP wants to show their
appreciation for them, I would put out “Tuesday Partner’s of the Day” posts on a weekly basis.
This was a quick shout out made on the Real Producer’s Instagram account. I was also indicated
to stay up to date on our partner’s pages. Making sure to comment on their posts, like them and
every when and then post them on our story. It made me realize that this gave our audience,
future homeowners, the opportunity to see what their options are, while also maintaining strong
connections with our partners. This is also because their partners are their sponsors, meaning
they’re the ones who make accessing a Real Producers magazine free. They also cover the
charge of the events held. That is why their audience has a great structure to look at when it
comes to the process of buying a home.

Overall, I enjoyed my time interning at Real Producers. I was taught how important it is
to have strong connections with outside sources you work with. Not only will it help strengthen a
business, but also the personal connections made, which will only help benefit you in the future.
I was taught new skills that I’ve, fortunately, already started applying to my future and was given
the chance to see how it’s like to run a company from the inside. Besides the random feeling of
not feeling like “enough” or “part of the time”, it was important that I remind myself that social
media management is what’s important to know. It’s what a lot of companies and organizations
are turning to in order to promote themselves - and having that experience will only help me in
the long run. Though some people might not believe it’s a real job or might find it “silly”,
running social media accounts is a lot of work. You have to know how to speak professionally,
answer any and all questions, stay up to date with what’s being posted, make sure that who
you’re following are other organizations that can help your company grow, etc. At the end of the
day, I wouldn’t take back this experience.


